The laminar flow of Newtonian fluids in axisymmetric diffusers has been numerically investigated to evaluate the pressure-loss coefficient as a function of Reynolds number, diffusion angle and expansion ratio. The numerical simulations were carried out with a finitevolume based code using non-orthogonal collocated grids and second order accurate differencing schemes to discretize all terms of the transport equations.
Introduction
Many industrial applications require piping systems to provide energy and deliver products and often these take place under laminar flow conditions for sub-critical Reynolds numbers. It is also generally the case for miniaturized fluid mechanical devices where the operation is almost exclusively under laminar flow conditions. A common component of such systems is the expansion, which can be sudden or gradual, and it is necessary to understand in more detail its laminar flow characteristics, especially for the diffuser for which the literature is scarce. In engineering calculations it is usually the pressure drop, the pipe velocity, and/or the pipe diameter that has to be determined and this requires accurate values for the loss coefficient.
Classical fluid dynamics textbooks and references such as Runstadler et al. (1975) , Crane Co. (1979) , Gibson (1930) , Massey (1989) and Tsui and Wang (1995) , all present the same expressions for the local loss coefficient in diffusers which were derived on the basis of an inlet uniform velocity profile and negligible shear stresses. That expression compares well with data for turbulent flow, but is not appropriate for laminar flow due to non-negligible shear stresses, amongst other things.
This study is a numerical investigation on laminar diffuser flows of Newtonian fluids aimed at quantifying the irreversible loss coefficient C I and extends previous research of Oliveira and Pinho (1997) on sudden expansion flows at low Reynolds numbers. For sudden expansions they found large discrepancies between their local loss coefficient and the expressions from the literature, which were also based on fast flow redevelopment, negligible shear stresses and uniform velocities at inlet and outlet. The suspicion that a similar situation would occur for diffusers motivated the present work.
More specifically, the purpose here is to numerically evaluate the variation of C I in diffusers as a function of the Reynolds number, diffuser angle (a) and expansion ratio (D 2 /D 1 ), using a finite volume code. We will also attempt to explain and understand the variations found, using one-dimensional energy and momentum balances.
The next section presents this one-dimensional theory and defines the problem and relevant quantities. This is followed by an outline of the numerical procedure and the specification of the calculation domain and boundary conditions. The presentation and discussion of the numerical results are preceded by an assessment of their uncertainties and by validation and verification against other computed quantities, experimental data and correlations from the literature. A useful correlation for the local loss coefficient is proposed at the end before the summary of the main conclusions.
One-dimensional theory
We concentrate on laminar flow in an axisymmetric gradual expansion with fully-developed conditions at the inlet pipe, which is located far upstream of the diffuser in order for the flow to adapt more realistically to the geometry. A schematic representation of the control volumes used in the following one-dimensional theory is shown in Fig. 1 . This theoretical analysis is an adaptation of that derived by Oliveira and Pinho (1997) for sudden expansions.
In pressure drop calculations, it is engineering practice to consider that the flow is fully developed in straight pipes or ducts, with all other effects, such as flow distortions and flow redevelopment downstream of fittings introduced via their respective local loss coefficients. The total pressure variation between cross-section planes 1 and 2 (see Fig. 1 ) is decomposed into a reversible pressure increase (Dp R ), an irreversible pressure drop (Dp I ), and the pressure variation due to fully developed friction on the upstream and downstream pipes (Dp F ). After normalization with the upstream dynamic pressure ð1=2q u 2 1 Þ, this decomposition is written as
Note that C I includes a friction effect, because the actual friction between planes 1 and 2 ðDp 0 F Þ is different from the corresponding fully developed friction (Dp F ).
Integral conservation of longitudinal momentum applied to the control volumes between stations 1 and 01, and planes 02 and 2 of Fig. 1 
where the profile shape factor for momentum, b u 2 =u 2 is used. s 01À1 and s 02À2 represent the local wall shear stress between planes 01 and 1 and planes 02 and 2, respectively, and the overbar denotes area-averaged quantities. The integrals of the wall shear stresses are transformed into pressure differences as in Eq. (4)
with S 1 and S 2 representing the pipe wall area acted by area-averaged shear stresses s 01-1 and s 02-2 , respectively.
Defining the area ratio, r A 1 /A 2 , and considering mass conservation ðA 1 u 1 ¼ A 2 u 2 Þ, the combination of the above momentum balances as (Eq. (2)) + r (Eq. (3)) leads to Eq. (5) after division by A 1 and the upstream kinetic energy
The total pressure coefficient is given in Eq.
(1) and the reversible pressure coefficient (C R = a 1 À a 2 r 2 ) is obtained from the energy equation assuming a reversible flow (Bernoulli equation), where the profile shape factor for energy is a u 3 =u 3 . Combining C R with Eqs. (1) and (5) gives the corrected loss coefficient based on this approximate 1-D theory (C I c ), which is different from the correct loss coefficient (C I ) obtained in numerical simulations with the full set of two-dimensional momentum and continuity equations
This expression can be cast in the form of a sum of corrections to the reversible pressure coefficient
where DC F represents the difference between the fully developed friction C F and the actual friction C F 0 due to a variable wall shear stress in the downstream and upstream pipes, respectively, i.e.
The fully-developed and the actual friction coefficients are given by
DC b accounts for the differences in momentum immediately upstream and downstream of the gradual expansion (DC b = DC b1 + DC b2 ) due to distortions of the velocity profiles. For a parabolic velocity profile a 1 = a 2 = 2, and b 1 = b 2 = 4/3 leading to:
and
Finally, DC p0 quantifies the effect of non-uniform pressure at the planes immediately upstream and downstream of the expansion
To determine these corrections from the results of the numerical simulations, b 0i and C p0i are calculated by numerical integration of the velocity and pressure profiles at the plane 0i (i = 1, 2), respectively. Note that Eq. (7) is a simplified method to quantify the local loss coefficient but still it can be used to help understand its various contributions. The correct irreversible coefficient (C I ) is determined from the axial variation of pressure obtained in the numerical solution of the full Navier-Stokes equations, as follows: the energy equation between stations 1 and 2 (see Fig. 1 ) reads as
After simplification we obtain the following extrapolated pressures at planes 01 and 02, respectively by fitting to pressure variations only along the fully-developed regions upstream and downstream of the diffuser:
. Then, we calculate C I using Eq. (13)
This method is identical to that used by Oliveira and Pinho (1997) in the context of sudden expansions. The loss coefficient usually found in books (C I th in Eq. (14)) was derived assuming inlet and outlet uniform velocity profiles and negligible shear stresses within the domain. The multiplicative factor 2.6 sin h was obtained by Gibson (1930) for small diffuser angles and is equal to 1 in the other cases. This coefficient is a good approximation for turbulent flows according to Shames (1992) , but leads to values widely in error for laminar flow, as will be shown. 
The difference between this coefficient and the corrected pressure drop, Eq. (7) can be better understood by rewriting C I c as
with DC I = DC F + DC b À DC p0 + DC h and DC h given by
Numerical procedure, uncertainties and validation
The numerical calculations were carried out with a standard finite-volume code extensively described by Issa and Oliveira (1992) and briefly explained here. The mass and momentum differential transport equations were discretised by a control volume based finite difference scheme described in Patankar (1980) , and later adapted by Peric (1985) for non-staggered, non-orthogonal grids. The main code is interfaced with a mesh generation pre-processor as described by Oliveira (1992) and adequate data postprocessors. The basic differencing schemes were all second order accurate: central differencing for the diffusion terms and the Linear Upwind Differencing Scheme (LUDS), also called Second Order Upwind, for the convective terms. For stability reasons, the convective flux was calculated explicitly from values of the previous iteration and combined with first order convective fluxes using the first order Upwind Differencing Scheme following the deferred correction technique of Khosla and Rubin (1974) . The pressure-velocity coupling was based on the SIMPLEC algorithm of Van Doormal and Raithby (1984) and modified by Issa and Oliveira (1992) to account for time-marching, since this steady flow calculation was stabilised by a pseudo-transient method instead of under-relaxation. The discretized equations were solved iteratively using the conjugate gradient method preconditioned with an incomplete LU decomposition for the pressure and the bi-conjugate gradient method for the velocities.
Tests with different meshes were initially performed to assess the adequacy of the computational domain and grid to obtain accurate and grid independent results. For simplicity a uniform velocity was set at the inlet and the flow allowed to develop well upstream the beginning of the diffuser. The grids, shown in Fig. 2 , were built from three patched structured blocks and two types of grids were used for diffuser angles (h) less and larger than 45°, respectively. In both cases the first block corresponded to the inlet pipe. For h < 45°(see Fig. 2(a) ), the second block corresponded to the expansion zone and the third block mapped the outlet pipe, whereas for h > 45°(see Fig. 2(b) ) the second block only mapped the geometry downstream of the first block, and the third block mapped the region downstream the expansion wall.
The inlet pipe diameter was 10 mm and its length was 50 diameters (L 1 = 50D 1 ). The length of the outlet pipe was L 3 = 100D 1 and two diameter ratios of 1:1.5 and 1:2 were investigated. The diffuser length L 2 changed with the expansion ratio and diffuser angle, but the number of computational cells within the diffuser was such as to maintain the required mesh fineness. The calculations were carried out for Reynolds numbers ranging from 2 to 200, as it is known that for Re > 200 the first instabilities appear in the flow downstream of the expansion. The Reynolds number is here defined on the basis of inlet bulk velocity and pipe diameter.
To estimate the uncertainty of the numerically obtained loss coefficients, calculations of C I were carried out for two diffusers (h = 30°, 75°) having the same expansion ratio. For each geometry C I was determined using three consecutively refined meshes (coarse, medium and fine) and it was further improved by using RichardsonÕs deferred approach to the limit (Richardson, 1927) . Tables 1 and 2 summarize the grid characteristics listing the number of internal cells in the streamwise (N X ) and radial (N Y ) directions and the corresponding geometric expansion (or contraction) factors for mesh spacing (f x , f y ). These factors enabled mesh refinement in regions where large gradients were expected. Given the azimuthal flow symmetry a single cell was used in this direction with symmetry boundary conditions set at the two corresponding cell faces, i.e, the calculations were 2D. Table 3 presents results of the calculated C I in the three meshes and the extrapolated value (ER). All errors (e rel ) were calculated in relation to this extrapolated value and for the finer mesh show uncertainties not exceeding 2.2% at intermediate Reynolds numbers for h = 75°, decreasing to less than 1% at lower and higher Reynolds numbers. For h = 30°the uncertainties are even lower. Therefore, the finer mesh was used in all calculations to maintain similar levels of accuracy. The calculations were carried out with a Pentium III at 1 GHz and each simulation typically took about 1200 min of CPU time.
For validation we investigated two limiting cases for which there are data in the literature: flow in a diffuser tending to a pipe (i.e. h ! 0 and D 2 /D 1 ! 1) and flow in a sudden expansion (h = 90°). For the former, Fig. 3 shows the evolution of C I toward the Darcy friction factor expression 64/Re for fully developed laminar flow in pipes, as the diameter ratio is reduced to 1 for diffusers with 0.5°half-angle. Calculations for fully developed pipe flow collapsed with the analytical solution.
For the sudden expansion (h = 90°) our results match those of Oliveira et al. (1998) as is shown in Fig. 4 . Here, we also see the progression of C I as the diffuser angle increases and for h = 80°it is clear that C I is already very close to that for a sudden expansion. 
Results
The variation of C I with Reynolds number and diffuser angle for Newtonian fluids is presented in Figs. 5 and 6 for D 2 /D 1 = 1.5 and D 2 /D 1 = 2, respectively. The behaviour of C I is strongly influenced by diffuser angle and the relation between viscous and inertial forces. As the angle increases C I decreases at a constant Reynolds number, whereas at a constant diffuser angle C I decreases with increasing Reynolds number. When viscous forces predominate the pressure variation scales with a viscous stress, hence the normalisation with the kinetic energy leads to C I varying linearly with 1/Re. For instance, C I increases 12 times, from 2.41 to 28.26 when Re decreases from 25 to 2, for h = 10°and D 2 /D 1 = 2. In contrast, at high-Reynolds numbers the pressure variation scales with the kinetic energy and C I tends to constant values: for instance, when Re increases from 50 to 200, C I only decreases by a mere 6%, from 1.00 to 0.94 for h = 40°a nd D 2 /D 1 = 2.
At low-Reynolds numbers, C I increases significantly when the diffuser angle decreases. As an example, for D 2 /D 1 = 2 and Re = 5, the value of C I at h = 50°is 16% higher than for h = 90°, whereas for h = 10°, C I is 310% higher than at h = 90°. C I is less sensitive to h at large Reynolds numbers, since the separated flow region becomes longer than the diffuser: for Re = 150 and the same diameter ratio C I only varies 1% when h increases from 10°to 90°.
The variations of C I with h may appear in contradiction with common knowledge that diffusers are more efficient the smaller their angle. This stands from C I accounting for all perturbations to the flow, which take place over different lengths of pipe for different diffuser angles. As h increases the diffuser length L 2 decreases, so the various contributions to C I vary in opposite directions: for instance, the frictional pressure drop within the diffuser drops to zero at h = 90°but, in contrast, the irreversible loss of energy due to inefficient flow deceleration and the velocity and pressure distortions increase significantly with h. The relative weight of these contributions depend critically on the Reynolds number and diffuser angle as will be shown. To correctly compare the losses in different diffusers, the true pressure variation over the same length of duct must be compared and the flow must be fully-developed at inlet and outlet. This is carried out in Fig. 7 , where the normalized total pressure variation (C T ) is plotted as a function of diffuser angle (h P 5°) for different Reynolds numbers and constant D 2 /D 1 . Now it is clear that the overall loss is higher for more open diffusers, with a stronger variation of C T at low angles and Reynolds numbers because of larger variations in flow separation under these conditions. It is possible that for h 6 5°a minimum in C T will be observed, because the duct becomes extremely long, thus increasing frictional losses by more than the reduction in the other contributions. We did not perform simulations for h < 5°given the very long computational domains and corresponding large CPU times required. From the results of the numerical calculations, we can quantify the corrective terms DC F , DC b , DC p0 derived in the approximate 1D-theory and assess their relevance to the corrected coefficient C I c given in Eq. (7), which is then compared with the calculated C I (also called correct or true C I ).
The effects of the distorted velocity profiles upstream and downstream of the diffuser are quantified by DC b1 and DC b2 , respectively and depend on the profile shape factors for momentum b 01 and b 02 plotted in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. These were determined by numerical integration of the calculated velocity profiles at planes 01 and 02. b 1 decreases with h from the fully-developed value of 4/3, with inertia reducing the magnitude of its variation and of the correction DC b1 (see Eq. (10)). At the expansion outlet, the behavior is qualitatively different: both b 02 and DC b2 increase with h and the Reynolds number from the fully-developed values of b = 4/3 and 0, respectively.
Differences between fully developed and actual friction at the inlet (DC F1 ) and outlet (DC F2 ) pipes are represented in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. As inertia dominates the flow DC F1 decreases to a negligible contribution at high Reynolds numbers, whereas at small Reynolds numbers the distortion of the upstream flow by diffusion leads to values of DC F1 as important as those of DC F2 , but of opposite sign. At high-Reynolds numbers, the distortion of the inlet pipe flow is negligible and the main friction correction comes from the outlet pipe, DC F2 (Fig. 11) , because of the strong recirculation and long development lengths. For diffuser angles larger than 60°note that there is always a downstream recirculation, even at low Reynolds number flows.
The correction due to non-uniform pressure distributions at the inlet and outlet planes, DC p0 , is plotted in Fig. 12 and is especially relevant at low Reynolds numbers because of the role of diffusion in distorting the pressure profiles. At high-Reynolds numbers, in contrast, the flow is parallel to the straight pipes, the pressure variation in the radial direction decreases and the pressure profiles become uniform. As the diffuser angle increases to 45°, DC p0 decreases intensively, but for h > 45°, DC p0 tends to become independent of h, since the flow downstream the diffuser is basically determined by the recirculation and is insensitive to the expansion wall orientation, as already mentioned.
For some representative diffuser angles and Reynolds numbers, Table 4 compares the values of the true (C I ) and corrected (C I c ) loss coefficients (Eq. (7)), of C R and of the coefficient usually found in the literature, C I th in Eq. (14), including values of the various corrective terms. The differences between the corrected and true loss coefficients are small, never exceeding 1% for the listed cases, thus confirming the appropriateness of the approximate 1-D theory in spite of its simplifications. Regarding the coefficient of Eq. (14), its value differs significantly from the true C I (always by more than 50%), especially at low Reynolds numbers, and so it can be concluded that it is not an appropriate expression to be used under laminar flow conditions. Finally, we list in Table 5 all the calculated values of C I as a function of the Reynolds number and diffuser angle, which constitutes the main deliverable of this work. For ease of use and to compact these data, the correlations of Eq. (17) were derived: for D 2 /D 1 = 1.5 the expression provides values which generally do not differ from those in Table 5 by more than 7% (it does for the sudden expansion, but here an adequate correlation can be found in Oliveira et al. (1998) ), whereas for D 2 /D 1 = 2 the difference between Eq. (17) and data in Table 5 can be as large as 20%. If higher accuracy is necessary we recommend the direct use of Table 5 or fitting the data under more strict conditions (say, for constant diffuser angles). 
Conclusions
An extensive set of numerical calculations was carried out for laminar Newtonian fluid flow in diffusers at Reynolds numbers from 2 to 200, diffuser angles from 5°to 90°, and two different diameter ratios of 1.5 and 2 in order to quantify the loss coefficient, which is listed in Table 5 with an estimated uncertainty of less than 3%. A correlation fitting these data with differences never exceeding 7% is also presented in Eq. (17) for ease of use. The C I data show a strong dependence on the Reynolds number with C I increasing as Re and diffuser angle both decrease, but increasing with radius ratio.
The simplified 1-D theory of Oliveira and Pinho (1997) for sudden expansions was generalized to a diffuser and used to help understand the observed variations of C I in terms of corrections to the reversible loss coefficient. The differences between C I and C R or C I th are accounted for by the role of diffusion in distorting velocity and pressure profiles and by differences between real and fully-developed friction. Large discrepancies were found between the reversible and the calculated loss coefficients and between the calculated loss coefficient and the values given by an often-quoted expression from the literature, which is not adequate for laminar flows given its assumptions of inviscid flow with uniform fully-developed profiles at inlet and outlet.
